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using of the eva model in the czech republic

Vít Janoš, Milan Kříž
Czech Technical University, Faculty of Transportation Sciences, Czech Republic

Abstract

The most of transport models which are used for the strategic planning of the infrastructure 
are macroscopic models. These models are based on principles of transport demand and 
supply. The macroscopic transport models are very important tool for strategic planning of 
the traffic infrastructure. The set of these models is divided into many types. The EVA model 
is one of the most used transport models in Germany. The characteristic property of the EVA 
model is the joint destination and mode choice, which allows accurate description of par-
ticular possibilities. The question was how this type would behave in the conditions of the 
Czech Republic. This paper describes the principles of the EVA model and shows its use for 
the Jeseník District which was chosen as a testing area. Then the impacts of two infrastructure 
projects are evaluated. The transport model was made in the software package VISUM and for 
the preparing of the supply in the public transport the software FBS was used. The main con-
tribution of the article is to describe the use of EVA model in a new environment – in transport 
planning in the Czech Republic – on the basis of application in Jesenik district. This approach 
is in transport modeling in the Czech Republic used very narrow – remain traditional methods 
based on comprehensive quantitative load of infrastructure. This approach does not allow an 
optimal selection of infrastructure adjustments based on actual and expected traffic flows. 
Authors have shown, that the method of use of available data and testing at an assembly 
EVA model leads also in the Czech environment to interesting and really applicable results.

Keywords: EVA, transport model, FBS, VISUM, Czech Republic

1 Introduction

The most of transport models which are used for the strategic planning of the infrastructu-
re are macroscopic models. These models are based on principles of transport demand 
and supply. The term transport supply represents all of items which can have influence on 
someone´s decision of their trips. These items are mostly models of transport networks (road, 
rail etc.) and schedules of public transport. The term transport demand covers the creation 
and the formation of all particular trips.
The most known type of these models is the four-stage transport model [1]. The matter of 
this model is sequence of four steps (see figure 1): trip generation, distribution, modal split, 
assignment.
The process begins usually with the supply model where the networks and the zoning system 
are defined. Many data important for the transport demand (level of population, number of 
jobs, educational facilities etc.) are then collected for each zone. The first step of the demand 
modelling is the trip generation where the numbers of trips generated and attracted by each 
zone are estimated. The next step is the distribution. All trips from each zone are distributed 
to the set of possible destinations. The third stage (modal split) covers the choice of the 
mode for each trip. The last step represents the assignment of the trips by each mode to their 
corresponding networks.
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T����� � The classic four-stage transport model [1]

The transport EVA model (the name of the model originates from the German terms of the first 
three stages of the classic transport model: Erzeugung – Verteilung – Aufteilung) is based on 
the four-stage transport model. The most important character of this model is connection of 
the distribution and the modal split into one joint step. But the structure of this model has 
several other characteristics which relate to all first three stages of the transport models.
The model was developed by prof. Lohse at Dresden University of Technology. Lohse develo-
ped the core of the model in the early 1970s, but it was not published at this time. The model 
was first presented in 1977 [2].
However it was completely published in 1997 [3]. In 1997 also the first software for calculating 
the EVA model was created. Later the software was incorporated into the software package 
VISUM and is supplied as a facultative module of this software package [4]. The model was 
first described in English in [5].
One of the most serious general problems of the transport models is the fact, that the tran-
sport models are mostly developed for a certain region or town under specific conditions and 
requirements. Therefore such models are used in their original area and aren´t transferred 
to other areas.
The target of this article is to transfer the EVA model into the context of the Czech Republic and 
to show how this type of the transport models can be used in the new conditions.
The present paper describes first the principles of the EVA model with connection to the case 
study of the transport model of the Jeseník District [6]. The second part discusses more deeply 
the model of the Jeseník District and the third part deals with the evaluation of impacts of new 
infrastructure projects in the model.

2 Methodology

As mentioned, the core of the model is in the first three steps of the transport demand mo-
delling, however the whole algorithm of the EVA model contains other common step used in 
the transport modelling (see Figure 2).
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T����� � Algorithm of the EVA model [5]

At the beginning (after the network modelling and the zoning system) the set of all trips is 
disaggregated into activity-purpose pairs at origin and destination. In the model of the Jeseník 
District was used a common distribution into 13 pairs (see Table 1).

Table 1  Used activity-purpose pairs in the transport model of Jeseník District

6� 	
�����
From activity

H W P E S O

Home (H) – HW(1) HP(1) HE(1) HS(1) HO(1)

Work (W) WH(2) – WO(1)

Preschool (P) PH(2) OW(2) OO(3)

Education (E) EH(2)

Shopping (S) SH(2)

Other (O) OH(2)

These pairs are divided into three groups, with regard to the location of so called home activity 
– it can be home (first priority) or work (second priority). These groups are:

 • Type 1: Origin is home activity.
 • Type 2: Destination is home activity.
 • Type 3: Neither origin nor destination are home activity.

Each activity-purpose pair is associated with the only set of travellers. For example in the 
model of the Jeseník District the pair HS is associated with the group of schoolchildren at pri-
mary and secondary schools. So all trips HS in the model are related to this set of travellers. 
At the home end of a trip is the trip production and at non-home end is the trip attraction. For 
example by the pair EH trip production is the destination and trip attraction is the origin. At 
the attraction side there are two possibilities for solving the trip generation:

 • Hard constraints: They are used if the trip attraction is calculated only from zone charac-
teristics and is independent of mutual relations between zones at the attraction side. Trip 
attractions are calculated already in the trip generation and are in the next steps constant. 
This is used for obligatory activities such as work or school.

 • Soft and elastic constraints: They are used if the trip attraction depends also on mutual rela-
tions between zones at the attraction side. Only potentials of trip attractions are calculated 
in the trip generation and the final attractions are determined in the next step. This is used 
for non-obligatory activities such as shopping.
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Trip production for each pair in each zone e can be derived as:

  p ep

p

H SV BP (1)

With:
H

e
 – trip production in zone e;

SV
p
 – production rate for person group p;

BP
ep

 – number of persons of group p in zone e;
For trip attraction see [3] or [5] (in English).

After the trip generation the joint destination and mode choice comes. The first part of this 
step is the weighting of costs. From the supply model are skimmed values of all required 
costs for each relation from zone i to zone j. One value of generalized costs w is determined 
from the values of particular costs for each relation and this value is transformed with special 
weighting function to valuation probability BW

ĳk
 which represents conditional probability that 

the trip from zone i to zone j with mode k is executed with regard to the generalized costs. 
There are many types of functions which can be used. In the transport model of the Jeseník 
District so called EVA1-function with parameters E, F and G was used:

 
� �

ijk
ijk ijkw

ijk
ijk

E
BW ; w

exp(F G w )w

1

1
1

(2)

The problem of this non-linear transformation is that the parameters have to be adjusted for 
each activity pair and mode manually in the calibration. After calculating the probabilities 
we solve the tri-linear system of equations. In the case of hard constraints the system has 
the form:
 ��� ��� � � �# �� �� �� �� (3)

 � ijk

j k

Q v (4)

 � ijk

i k

Z v (5)

 � ijk

i j

A v (6)

With:
fq

i
,fz

j
,fa

k
 – balancing factors at the origin, destination and mode side;

Q
i
 – number of trips at the origin side in zone i;

Z
j
 – number of trips at the destination side in zone j;

A
k
 – number of trip by mode k;

By forecasting the balancing factors fa
k
 remain constant and the system is only bi-linear:

 ��� ��� � � �v BW fq fz C (7)

 � ijk

j k

Q v (8)

 � ijk

i k

Z v (9)
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The last step of the model is the assignment. In the EVA model one can use any algorithm 
for assignment. The whole calculation is carrying out until the outer feedback is fulfilled (see 
Figure 2). The complete model with many variations is described in [3].

3 The Model of the Jeseník District

In the case study the passenger transport model of the Jeseník District was created, calibrated 
and validated. For creating of the model the software package VISUM 12.0 from the company 
PTV was used. The zoning system was based on the system of basic residential units (základní 
sídelní jednotka) which is used by the Czech Statistical Office (CSO). The model consist of 
113 such zones. The highest population of one zone was 2411 inhabitants. This model thus 
follows recommendations, that the zones should be not larger than about 9000 inhabitants 
[7]. Following data were collected for each zone: population, number of employed people, 
number of children between 0 and 5 years, number of schoolchildren who attend primary or 
secondary school, number of employees, number of employees in the tertiary sector, capacity 
of preschools, capacity of primary and secondary schools, sales area in the grocery. Not all 
data were found out directly, some had to be derived from other data.
In the model there were used four modes: passenger car, public transport, bicycle, walking. 
In the supply model all roads and all lines of the public transport were included. The parame-
ters describing the transport behaviour were used partly from the Census 2001 in the Czech 
Republic and partly from the SrV 2008 [8] and adjusted for the Jeseník District. The only kind 
of costs which was skimmed was the journey time. The parameters of EVA1-functions were 
calibrated so that the mean journey time in the model and the mean journey time in the 
Jeseník District were the same. This was done for the activity pairs HW and HS and modes 
Passenger car and Public transport, the other parameters of the other EVA1-Functions were 
adjusted adequately. The validation of the model was carried out as a comparison between 
cross-section data in the model and from the National traffic census 2010 (Celostátní sčítání 
dopravy 2010) [9]. The results of validation are in Figure 3.

T����� �  Comparison: Model – National Traffic Census 2010

The model was compiled according to the algorithm shown in Figure 2. At the beginning the 
network and the zoning system were made. Then all three steps of the transport demand were 
carried out and the criterion of the feedback between the supply and the demand was fulfilled. 
Certain outputs from the created model were compared with data in the real transport system of 
the Jeseník District and the parameters of EVA1-Functions were so adjusted, that the behaviour 
of the model responds to the reality. At the end the validation valued the quality of the model.
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4 Evaluation of impacts of new infrastructure projects

With the calibrated and validated model one can evaluate impacts which some new infra-
structure project can have. For the model two complex infrastructure changes were chosen. 
The first was in the road traffic and the second in the public transport. In the road traffic there 
was a complex of three new short sections on the main road between the towns Jeseník and 
Javorník. In the public transport the study Determination of the Priorities of the Development 
of the Fundamental Railway Network (Stanovení priorit rozvoje páteřní železniční síťe) [10] was 
used. In this study the complex of adjustments of the whole Czech railway net was suggested 
and the new supply in the form of netgraph was made. For this work the software package FBS 
was used. The part of netgraph which is related to the Jeseník District was used for the new 
supply in the mode public transport (see Figure 4). There wasn´t any change in other parts of 
the model (e.g. structural data in the zones).

Figure 4 The new supply in the Public transport [10]
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Four scenarios were proposed on the basis of the two possible infrastructure changes:
 • Scenario 00: Neither of the transport modes is altered. The supply remains the same. The 
model doesn´t change itself.

 • Scenario 0R: There is the change in the road network. The supply in the public transport 
remains the same.

 • Scenario P0: There is the change in the public transport. The road network remains the same.
 • Scenario PR: Both transport modes are altered. The supply is new in both transport modes.

For each scenario the model was derived from the calibrated model (with saved factors fa
k
). 

Every of these models were calculated again with the same parameters of EVA1-Functions and 
factors fa

k
, but with the new supply model. On the model we can evaluate many various results. 

One of the most interesting quantities in the transport modelling is the global modal split of all 
trips in the model. This quantity can be evaluated relatively or absolutely (in numbers of trips of 
the particular modes). For the relative values of the modal split in the particular scenarios see 
Table 1, for the absolute changes in the modes passenger car and public transport see Figure 
5. The number of all trips (of all modes) in the model is 118 497 (for all scenarios).

Table 2  Modal split of the particular scenarios

Scenario 00 0R PR P0

Modal Split Walkin 68,2 % 68,0 % 67,9 % 68,0 %

Bicycle 5,9 % 5,9 % 5,9 % 5,9 %

Passenger car 11,9 % 12,3 % 12,2 % 11,8 %

Public transport 13,9 % 13,7 % 14,1 % 14,3 %

Figure 5 Absolute changes in the modes passenger car and public transport

5 Conclusions

The issue of transport modelling, as support for transport planning, in the Czech Republic is 
very complicated. As already mentioned, in the Czech Republic, there is no direct data collection 
for transportation modelling. The information of passenger flows is currently available mainly 
from the CSO data – data on the number of permanent residents in the municipalities and 
their local areas, information about regular commuting. Further information is available from 
carriers – information about the load-factor, number of boarding and alighting passengers at 
each stops, shortly will be provided the origin-destination matrices. For more information on the 
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origins and destinations relate mainly to number of employment opportunities (data from major 
employers) and regular commuting school children – these data are used in abundance in the 
case of larger optimization of timetables in the region. Available CSO data are not broken down 
by mode of transport attributable to a specific origin-destination, because this is the informati-
on about the total passenger flows – across all modes of transport. On the contrary, data from 
carriers are related only to a particular type of service and thus have explanatory power only 
for passengers who already use the public transport. For a description of all passenger flows in 
the region across all transport modes can only be used the theoretical transport models. Thus 
established passenger flows can be followed on the basis of the availability of origins and desti-
nations of share assigned to each mode of transport – theoretically calculated passenger flows 
thus assign theoretical modal split. It shows how important is the role of public transport in a 
whole transport system where there is generally a high demand for transport and the passenger 
flows which makes it suitable to be targeted and at the same time, in which relations there is 
a most unused potential for public transport. Contemporary, no region today has processed 
quality transport model [11], because the benefits of high-quality and comprehensive transport 
modelling in the Czech area are still not fully appreciated. What is missing, is a quality travel 
surveys, surveys on the transport behaviour and sensitivity of users to parameters of public 
transport offer. Finally, it is difficult, often impossible, to group the time incommensurable data 
needed for the transport model setting. For the purpose of transport planning are so often used 
incremental theoretical gravity models of passenger flows in the region. The output of these 
models is the proportional comparison of significance of passenger flows, often associated with 
the theoretical calculation of the modal split. The planning of the new infrastructure projects 
is very important, but difficult process. The use of the transport models is very helpful for the 
identification of many possible impacts of these projects. There are many various transport 
models in the praxis. The characteristic property of the EVA model is the joint destination and 
mode choice, which allows accurate description of particular possibilities.
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